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About This Game

Steam Exclusive Offer - 2 Games in 1!
Enjoy both Red Johnson's Chronicles and Red Johnson's Chronicles: One Against All in one exclusive pack!

Red Johnson's Chronicles

Try to stay alive… at least long enough to finish this investigation!

You play the role of Red Johnson, a private detective who is trying to find his place in the corrupted city of Metropolis. You are
taken on by the police who want you to solve a murder with no corpse.

Discover Metropolis, its unique atmosphere and get to know the rules quickly if you want to survive! It's up to you to look for
clues, interrogate the witnesses and put the evidence together in order to find the perpetrator.You'll also have to use your logic to

solve the different enigmas, and occasionally, you'll have to use your fists.

Solve various puzzles to advance through the game

Analyze the clues and use your logic to complete your investigation successfully

Know the right way to speak to witnesses and sort out the truth from the lies
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An adventure game in a brutal world where you'll need to learn how to fight

Red Johnson's Chronicles: One Against All

Darker, more complex, but especially more personal!

Red Johnson is a private detective who knows how to make himself popular. When you solved your last case, you got the
Mafia's attention… and they put a contract out on you. Your new friends are going to do everything they can to find you!

While you are trying to keep your head down in the role of Red, you learn that your brother has vanished when you receive a
finger as proof that he is still alive. If you want to find your brother in one piece, you'll have to go looking for him and lead the

investigation into his disappearance.
Solve various enigmas, interrogate the witnesses you meet and collect the clues that will help you advance the investigation and

discover the truth about this kidnapping.

Collect the clues that will lead you to your brother

Lots of even more varied and original enigmas to solve

Tough characters in a dark world

Carefully constructed dialogues with a touch of humor
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Publisher:
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English,French,Italian,German
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Got 10 minutes into the game and coudlnt continue, really annoyed that i paid for this.

There are no options to change graphics settings your stuck with what they give you, you cant rebind the keys and the game
seems to have alot of quick time events. Id give this game a pass or wait till its on sale.. Cool noir atmosphere, music, world
remind me of The Longest Journey. Awesome characters, voice acting is one of the best in video games. Red Johnson is so hot!
QTEs are horribly implemented: you must use your mouse to perform various movements and that don't work most of the times.
Gameplay is very repetitive and puzzles are too difficult. I hope if the third part will be released then it will be more close to
classic adventure than to collection of \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing hard puzzles which make me insane.. Oy. Playing this was
frustrating. There are a lot of puzzles which, even using the hint system and looking up a solution... I don't get the logic. The
controls are frustrating on keyboard and mouse, as you get to try and click\/drag to gesture in directions to make things happen...
and the detection for what you are doing is spotty. It only does cardinal directions and there's no control customization. It's point
& click & pray.

The first game has a better mystery, although a bit QTE heavy. It's a bit weird to have a lot of the CSI elements handwaved
away by a magic computer analyzer, but then have the "whodunnit" boil down to filling out the paperwork in detail in the form
of multiple choice quizzes. And recreating awful sketches of individuals... without hints. Even referencing a picture on a
wakthrough, I botched 1. That's... not good.

And it ends with a bit of a cliffhanger, of course. And the studio is utterly defunct. I've had better times with hidden-object
games. It's currently on sale for $2. If you're hard up for a night or two of frustrating control and math-heavy moon logic... I
would not recommend paying more than that.
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